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Cycling’s sensory strategies: How cyclists mediate their exposure to the urban environment

Abstract: In this article we focus on the many ways cyclists mediate their sensory exposure to the urban environment. Drawing on research in Hull, Hackney and Bristol during 2010 and 2011 for the Cycling Cultures research project, we describe a range of ‘sensory strategies’ enrolled by cyclists. Our research reveals how sensory strategies, such as using mobile audio devices, involve deliberate and finely tuned practices shaped by factors such as relaxation, motivation and location. This presents a contrast to media representations of the ‘iPod zombie cyclist’ who, plugged into a mobile audio device, lumbers insensitively and dangerously through the urban landscape. The article complicates the idea that sensory practices of listening and not-listening are two fixed and distinct ways of being in the urban environment. We suggest that considering the sensory strategies of cyclists opens up new terrain for thinking about less easily represented, uncertain and fleeting intersections of mobility, place and the senses. Ultimately, we argue that an analysis of cycling’s sensory strategies might enrich our understanding of mobility cultures by operating to reconnect a range of mobile citizens with the broader messy and less easily controllable sensory landscape. This has implications both for understanding cycling as a sensory practice, and for thinking about how the sensory dimensions of other mobile practices are shaped by practitioners.





This article builds on the idea that cycling offers unique embodied experiences of urban travelscapes (or ‘views from the saddle’). Focusing specifically on the mobile audio context, we suggest that cycling has broader and more variable sonic registers than other forms of mobility and that this sensory landscape produces a distinct feeling of and in the city. We use data on use of audio devices to explore how cyclists respond to city landscapes. Rather than seeing the use of such audio devices as merely barriers between the cyclist and the ‘outside’ (as in popular press descriptions of the iPod zombie cyclist ​[1]​), we explore mobile sensory landscapes as fluid and dynamic. 
We propose that what we describe as ‘cycling’s sensory strategies’ can provide insights into how cyclists deal with a multi-dimensional and multi-sensory landscape. Like other mobile citizens, cyclists mediate and modify their exposure to this sensory landscape through the use of sensory strategies. These experiences for many are increasingly modified, adjusted, enhanced or erased by mobility technologies. As a result cycling’s sensory strategies might help us to think more broadly about how mobility technologies are used to shape relationships with broader sensory landscapes.
We focus on how cyclists manage their sensory environments through the use of mobile audio devices such as iPods. Building on literature discussing the sensory dimensions of mobile practices, we demonstrate the complex relationships between listening and not-listening. Listening to music (or talking to others on the telephone) can be a way of warming up 'chilly' environments (Bull 2004), yet cyclists simultaneously fear being placed at greater environmental risk through their use of auditory devices. We found the use of such devices to be situational; some environments, times, and contexts marked as being more suitable than others. To respond to these complex choices we deploy the term ‘sensory strategies’, to describe the often measured and thoughtful practices of controlling and managing one’s personal exposure to the urban environment.
The article has two main aims. The first is to develop the sociology of sensory mobilities through examining cycling, an underexplored area in this regard. Until recently, work on senses in relation to mobility has focused on pedestrians, car drivers, bus and train users (Bull 2000, 2004, 2007; Miller 2001; Shove 2003; Urry 2000, 2004, 2007; Urry and Sheller 2003; Watts 2005; Jungnickel 2006; Ingold and Vergunst 2008; Bijsterveld 2010: Laurier 2010). Less is known about the nature and role of sensory strategies enrolled in the practice of cycling. This gap is important because cyclists are in a distinctive position vis-a-vis the urban environment (Jones 2006; Spinney 2007); technologically assisted yet open to the environment to a much greater degree than car and public transport users. For this reason they are also likely to experience distinctive feelings, needs, and responsibilities relating to both their sensory experiences and their use of sensory technologies.
In developing knowledge of cyclists' sensory strategies, the article builds upon existing work on cycling which has already done much to interrupt and intervene in conventional ways of looking at how we move (Horton et al 2007; Jones 2006; Spinney 2007, 2010, 2011; Kidder 2009; Aldred 2010; Aldred and Jungnickel 2012). Although broad and eclectic in breadth and method, this body of literature has established the value of distinctive 'views from the saddle’ offering a contrast to perspectives and understandings of the urban landscape framed by the car window. Our analysis of the sensory strategies of cyclists aims to further enrich our understanding of those used by car drivers and others. 
The second aim of this article is therefore to complicate the idea that sensory practices of listening and not-listening are two fixed and distinct ways of being in the urban environment. Instead, we suggest that considering the sensory strategies of cyclists might reveal new terrain for thinking about less easily represented, uncertain and fleeting intersections of mobility, place and the senses. We begin our analysis from the ear, to examine what is heard (partially heard or not heard as the case may be) rather than what is seen. 'Views from the saddle' are here complemented by an analysis of the sonic contexts experienced by cyclists; in particular their attempts to modify and intervene in these soundscapes.
The article is structured in three parts. First, we locate sensory strategies within transport and mobility studies with reference to audio technologies of not-listening. We then draw on ethnographic and interview-based research conducted from 2010 to 2011 for the Cycling Cultures project. We do not seek to address how safe or unsafe cyclists’ sensory strategies might be but rather to argue that mediating the sensory urban landscape is frequently a deliberate and considered practice.  Rather than being polar opposites, listening and not-listening become elements within complex sensory strategies. This has implications both for understanding cycling as a sensory practice, and for thinking about other mobile practices and how their sensory dimensions are shaped by practitioners. 

Mobility practices and the senses 
The mobile sonic environment has been relatively well explored in regard to walking, driving, train and plane travel (Bull 2000, 2004, 2007; Miller 2001; Shove 2003; Urry and Sheller 2003; Urry 2000, 2007; Bijsterveld 2010). We draw on these writings to help define ‘sensory strategies’, which we use to describe the purposeful practices of managing one’s personal exposure to the urban environment. 
Personal audio devices have been shown to produce a ‘sonic envelop’ which imposes a form of management and control over a user’s environment (Bull 2000, 2007). The car itself is viewed as a ‘carcoon’ (Wickham 2006) that enables the driver to ‘dwell’ in the vehicle as opposed to the road (Urry 2004). The car radio within the confines of this space produces a ‘controlled and relaxing sonic bubble’ (Bijesterweld 2010) and vehicle windows have similarly been considered instruments of sensory moderation (Edensor 2004). ‘Bubbles’, ‘cocoons’ and ‘envelopes’ are familiar tropes in this literature with each sensory device or practice presenting unique ways of detaching an individual from the outside world. Two central concepts in this work that relate to this article are separation and control. Sensory devices serve to moderate and demarcate senses, places and feelings. 
Although many devices and associated practices have been addressed in research, we focus in this section on two of these; the personal audio player and the car radio. Against these devices, we chart the central themes arising in mobilities literature that give shape to understanding the sensory strategies of cyclists. We will then use our data to argue that the concepts of listening and not-listening are not two distinct separate ways of being. This affects our understanding of other examples by drawing attention to what is muffled by different forms of transport, what is heightened, and what is lost. We pay particular attention to the logics given for listening and not listening such as the motivation to commute, get some exercise, feel alert or more relaxed. 
Bull (2000, 2004, 2007) was one of the first to study personal audio mobile devices, charting its development and associated practices from cassette technology to what he terms ‘iPod culture’. Plugging into a personal audio device enables users to have unfettered access to music regardless of location. They are able to streamline an otherwise fragmented journey, to modify their exposure to the urban environment and co-travelers and ‘manage’ everyday life. One such management strategy involves listening to music while at work or on the way to work as a way of distracting from mundane routine or as a means of concentrating. One of Bull’s respondents chooses to catch the bus rather than the tube as the extra time listening to music puts him ‘in the right frame of mind’ (Bull 2000:57). Another listens to music while shopping, which gives her the feeling of carving out personal time amidst everyday responsibilities. In this literature, people use audio mobile devices to feel energised or relaxed, to tap into memories or to erase them, to augment the urban landscape or to shift and shape their feelings towards it. 
Mobile audio devices also shape spaces. A particularly relevant feature for this article lies in how they serve to ‘warm up hostile places’ (Bull 2007). Bull has argued that ‘[t]echnologies such as iPods, mobile phones and automobiles act as tools enabling the urban citizen to move through the chilly spaces of urban culture wrapped in a cocoon of communicative warmth’ (2007:18). ‘Chill’ in this sense refers to disenchantment and dislocation created by the absence of interactive spaces. Yet, many writers concur that mobile technologies, the car with its enclosed shell being the major protagonist, both produce and serve to mitigate the ‘chill’ of many contemporary urban spaces  (Urry and Sheller 2003; Bull 2007; Urry 2007). Familiar soundscapes serve to domesticate otherwise hostile places by extending the home into mobile places. They socialize spaces, fulfilling needs of drivers who feel ‘lonely in the car’ (Bull 2004:246). In modern cars with advanced audio technologies, it can be ‘[a]lmost better than ‘home’ itself’(Urry 2007:129). 
The crux of this literature for the article lies in the use of mobile audio devices to transform the body, sense of others and the urban environment. As DeNora (2000) has argued ‘music has power’. Ultimately, these sensory strategies serve to customize personal experiences and domesticate (as well as produce) hostile urban environments. Notably, strategies are not permanent or static but constantly adapted and interpreted by the user. 

Practices of listening and not-listening
In analyzing our data we consider the reasons and logics behind cyclists’ practices of listening and not-listening. We suggest that the practice of listening and not-listening does not erase one way of knowing or being in the world but rather opens up new terrain for examining other kinds of sensory engagement. Street (2011) uses the term ‘artefacts of not-knowing’ to illustrate how far from closing down ideas, not-knowing can open up new ways of considering certain actions and interactions. Similarly we here describe how not-listening is not only about blocking out the ‘outside’, but about producing particular experiences of it.
We argue that exploring practices of listening and not-listening by cyclists raises questions about the apparent neutrality and unproblematic status of other mobile sensory strategies. It draws attention to mobile sensory environments as deliberately constructed landscapes, which produce particular forms of being in the landscape, and exclude others. To frame this discussion we review a more taken-for-granted technology of listening and not-listening, the car radio. We do not mean to assume that car radios are necessarily analogous to personal audio players; instead we aim to examine both how practices of listening and not-listening can be constructed as producing certain other effects (such as calmness, or alertness) and how the social construction of these effects can change.
It would be difficult today to find a car without a radio; it is such a mundane and familiar technology that its presence and use is overlooked in everyday life. However, old technologies were once new (Marvin 1990) and Bijsterveld (2010) has charted the shift in the meaning of the car radio from a dangerous artefact to one considered critical for safe driving. In addressing literature on senses and mobility, it is important to note how concepts of listening and associated meanings of attention and distraction are not fixed but rather constantly shaped by social, cultural and historical factors.
When first introduced in the 1920s by Phillips, the car radio was greeted with much controversy. The general public in New York and Massachusetts were concerned that the radio would distract drivers and after a collision between a taxi and pedestrian there was an attempt to ban it in moving cars. Bijsterveld explains how this was thwarted when ‘the radio industry started a successful lobby and a widespread car radio ban never materialized’ (2010:196). Manufacturers managed to pacify public anxiety by promoting the radio both as a companion on long lonely journeys, and a way to keep drivers alert and calm in stressful situations. Bijsterveld (2010) uses a 1963 animated commercial to illustrate the latter: 

…we first see a motorist maneuvering his car through dense traffic. He is in an exceedingly bad mood and has an aggressive driving style, raging about the other road users. Things can be much better, the commercial argues: a Philips car radio allows the motorist to move through traffic politely and in good company as well as good spirits. For when you listen to your favorite programs, it is very easy to stay calm. “Your fellow road-users will love you, and you will love … Philips” (2010:198).

The car radio was conveniently transformed from a distraction to a means of aiding driver attention. Far from dulling the senses, the radio in the enclosed space of the car now served to relieve stress, enhance concentration and technical skills. It produced safe driving. Its operation as a ‘mood regulator’ became central to a swing in social acceptance (Bijsterveld 2010:198). We see elements of this in contemporary use of the radio to alleviate driver loneliness (Bull 2004).
The importance of this remarkable shift is highlighted by what the use of the radio replaced in the car. Bijsterveld (2010), in a close examination of drivers’ handbooks, argues that drivers in the 1920s and 30s were taught to develop keen audio skills to listen to their cars. Listening for unusual sounds such as ‘sneezing’, ‘pinging’ and ‘knocking’ provided an early warning of mechanical abnormalities. She writes: ‘A “trained ear” would hear that this sneezing never started from one moment to the next, but that it gradually announced itself through a change in the pitch and rhythm of the engine’s sound’ (2010:199-200). Highly tuned sensory knowledge and nuanced listening practices were once essential driving skills. Yet, the adoption of the radio effectively masked the noise of the engine and downgraded these skills. Bijsterveld argues that drivers ‘had to unlearn specific listening behaviour – to learn in some respects to de-listen’ (2010:199, emphasis in original). 
We have therefore seen a shift in how drivers are understood to control the car. Listening has become to some extent devalued within this; as expressed in the idea (in UK) that hands-free mobiles are acceptable, whereas handheld mobiles are not. This social norm and legal framework suggests a driver needs full use of her hands but not her ears to maneuver a car. The normalisation of not-listening has evolved to the point, as Bull notes, that the radio is often the first thing that is turned on in a car with drivers reporting a feeling of ‘discomfort’ if they can only hear the engine and it defines ‘car habitation’ (2004:246). Other technologies embedded in the car, such as mirrors, quieter engines and sensitive computer systems augment a driver’s ability to maneuver a vehicle. Cars, as Elliot and Urry note, have become ‘mobility systems […] based on increasingly expert forms of knowledge’ (2010:20). Although the radio (and the sense-scapes it produces) are not directly linked to the machinations of car mobility, they have become embedded in the act of driving. Listening to music rather than to the machinations of the car itself has become essential to the act of driving for many drivers. An audio device then becomes not simply a pleasant accompaniment to moving but critical to the driving experience.
	Sensory practices of listening and not-listening are not two fixed and distinct ways of being in the urban environment. They are slippery socio-technical practices that shape and are shaped by everyday practices, changing technologies, time and social and cultural contexts. Just as Bijsterveld’s work draws attention to the car radio as a flexible technological artefact connected to contradictory ideas of skill and safety, the sensory strategies of cyclists reveals new terrain for thinking about less easily represented, uncertain and fleeting intersections of mobility, place and the senses. An analysis of the under-researched yet often contested sensory strategies of cyclists can enrich our understanding of the strategies used by other mobile citizens.
	The preceding sections have discussed (i) how mobile audio devices are used to manage personal sonic environments and to warm up and domesticate hostile public space and (ii) how meanings attributed to audio devices are socially constructed, change over time and become a mundane part of daily practice. With this in mind, we move on to consider the auditory experiences of UK urban cyclists, with a particular focus on the use of personal audio devices. Being a cyclist exposes the individual to a wide variety of sensory stimuli, many of which are auditory from birdsong to motor vehicle noise. In this context mobile devices are seen as providing certain benefits for the user and as moderating different types of environment in different ways. However, users are constantly aware that these devices are seen as potentially dangerous and so carefully choose where and how they employ such sensory strategies.

Methodology
Through a focus on cyclists’ sensory strategies, we seek to complicate potentially deceptive assumptions about firm demarcations between practices. Within and beyond the mobilities literature, writers have recently critiqued the pattern of attending to those socio-mobile constructions of everyday life that are more easily representable, and paying less attention to more ambiguous or multiple entities (Lorimer 2005; Büscher and Urry 2011; Spinney 2011). While the former take the shape of place, weather and artefacts, the latter are described as ‘fleeting, ephemeral and often embodied and sensory aspects of movement’ (Spinney 2011:162). Sheller has argued that car cultures have been approached ‘in an explicitly normative manner’ which give the impression that ‘the intense feelings, passions and embodied experiences associated with automobility were not relevant’ (2004:221-222). Similarly, Spinney notes: ‘This fixation on the instrumental and ‘rational’ has been at the expense of the more intangible and ephemeral; the sensory, emotional, kinaesthetic and symbolic aspects of cycling’ (2011:164). 
	This growing concern for finding ways of examining complex slippery things is not restricted to the field of mobilities but occupies a larger struggle in social sciences. Law and Urry (2004) noted that many sociological approaches and methods tend to ‘deal poorly’ with dynamic and transient subjects and in particular the senses. Law (2004) similarly called for alternative ways of ‘catching’ non-linear and messy social worlds that extend social science knowledge beyond traditional neat and ordered boundaries. Returning specifically to mobile methods, Büscher and Urry have argued that exploring the mobile world in less fixed and static ways ‘engenders new kinds of researchable entities, a new or rediscovered realm of the empirical and new avenues for critique’ (2011:2). This article responds to this growing desire to resist the flattening of live, dynamic processes.
	Conventional sensory studies have tended to privilege singular senses over complex entanglements. Adam and Guy note now ‘much work within the field of what we would call ‘sensescapes’ focuses on one or a combination of two senses and articulates a gap within which the other senses are absent’ (2007:134). The result of this approach is the notion that the senses are easily separated and compartmentalized. However, sensory knowledge is in fact much messier as Saerberg (2010) illustrates in a study exploring how unsighted and sighted people negotiate public space. Arguing for richer multi-sensory styles of perception, over persistent predominantly visual ones, he writes: ‘Shifting registers, sound mingles with smells, with perceptions of body movement and skin sensations – with tactile, olfactory, sensorimotor and even gustatory schemes of interpretation’ (2010:371).  Attending to the multiple realities beyond ‘listening’ and ‘not-listening’ is for us a way of approaching this complexity in relation to mobile practices.
The analysis for this article draws on ethnographic and interview data from the Cycling Culture research project that examines cycling experiences in relatively high-cycling English urban areas. We present findings from three case study locations, Hull, Hackney (northeast London) and Bristol which were chosen as they had higher than average UK cycling rates. Hull fieldwork was conducted between April and August 2010, Hackney work took place from June to November 2010 and we were in Bristol from April to July 2011. We conducted over 100 interviews in these three sites, around three-quarters with people who cycle (mostly reached through leaving postcards on bicycles or handing them out to cyclists) and a quarter with stakeholders (e.g. those involved in cycling organisations or policy-making). We also participated in a variety of formal and informal cycling cultures and documented these experiences. In total we conducted interviews with 49 people in Hull, 38 in Hackney and 45 in Bristol. Interviews were on average around one hour, though some lasted up to three hours. Most were conducted with individuals, a few in pairs and two in groups of four cyclists. Gender representation was close to balanced in Hackney with 21 women but less so in Hull with only 19 and the same in Bristol, which largely represents the gender split in these areas. A broad age range was achieved with the youngest at 19 and the oldest at 80. Interviews in Hull tended to be older and in Hackney they were younger, which represents the social demographics of people who cycle in these sites. We found that our interview data, in combination with ethnographic fieldnotes, provided multilayered information about people’s cycling lives within particular local contexts.
We did not set out to directly explore the sensory strategies of cyclists, however we became interested in how respondents talked at length of their mobile experiences in relation to the senses; seeing, smelling, feeling, hearing and adapting devices, bodies and bikes in response to a changing environment. We were struck by the many ways people choreographed their sensory experiences and here we focus on the use of personal audio devices. We were interested in the finely calibrated explanations given for enrolling in this behaviour. These were not thoughtless or inconsiderate responses. Instead, respondents expressed clear and distinct logics for listening and not-listening to the urban environment.
Hearing, feeling and seeing the city
The city is made of co-existing and multi-dimensional sensory mobile experiences, some of which (including cycling) are less well known than others. A good example of the contrast between co-existing modal sensory landscapes is provided by the two-dimensional representations of in-car Global Positioning Systems (GPS). ‘The litter, stray cats, even the homeless may be forced into the backstage of the street simply by not appearing on whichever screen the driver happens to be using at any given moment’ (Pesses 2010:5). The cyclist in comparison interweaves all of these elements into their experience of the city; it is harder, if not impossible, to reduce the heterogeneous network of actors in the cyclist’s path. Most, if not all, of the multi-sensory cacophony that comprises urban life is out of the control of the cyclist; and has to be enfolded into the journey. Spinney (2006) has argued that cyclists adapt and orient themselves to urban infrastructures in ways different to other mobile citizens, often making up new routines, rhythms and responses. Despite moving in many of the same spaces, cyclists experience the city in distinctive ways:

… well, I just have an awareness that there’s a lot of danger and risk in there erm… you know, I don’t spend every moment thinking that.  But, I guess, you know, erm… if we didn’t feel so protected in our cars we’d maybe be thinking the same thing about driving.  Because, you know, cars are very dangerous things really.  But with a bike maybe it’s a little bit more, one’s more aware of it because you’re just out there in the space erm… you know, in the elements, so, yeah, you kind of feel it more (Bristol interview 16, F:50).

As this Bristol respondent pointed out, the ‘out there’ position of the cyclist ‘in the elements’ provides a distinctive viewpoint from which to understand the urban landscape. Although being ‘out there’ might appear an easily accessible experience, over the past half century it has become an increasingly unusual one due to the norm of movement via an enclosed vehicle. Urry has stated that ‘[a]bout one-quarter of the land in London and nearly one-half of that in LA is devoted to car-only environments’ (2004:31).
	Unlike car drivers, cyclists are not ‘carcooned’ (Wickham 2006); they are more exposed to the urban landscape . Many writers recognise this by firmly embedding studies of cycling in place. Writing about courier culture, Kidder has argued that ‘the social world of bike messengers cannot be divorced from their spatial practices’ (2009:308). Jones picks up this idea in his work on cyclists in Birmingham where he illustrates how everyday commuting stimulates ‘a highly embodied understanding of the urban’ (2006:814) and Spinney (2006) has written about cycling as an embodied experience ‘that is felt rather than seen’. Being ‘out there’ means cyclists are exposed to urban sights, sounds, smells, feelings and tastes in ways that differ from the experiences of car drivers, car passengers and users of motorized public transport. Cycle journeys tend to be longer in terms of distance than pedestrian ones, and therefore cyclists may be exposed to a broader sensory landscape; specificities of speed and positioning in public space will also shape the distinctiveness of ‘views from the saddle’. 
	In contrast, car air-conditioning creates a ‘satisfying artificial space’ apparently separate from the outside environment (Shove 2003). This example illustrates that car environments (a) are generally becoming more removed from 'outside' and (b) still vary as most of the car fleet is not brand new. The insulating qualities of motor vehicles have become important selling points potentially making the car ‘one of the most perfectible of acoustic listening chambers’ (Bull 2004:247). All of which enable people to ‘dwell in the car’ as opposed to the road (Urry 2007) and transforming a multi-tonne mobile machine into a ‘place to unwind’ (Bijesterweld 2010). Despite the abundance of sensory controlling technologies on offer, the car has been described as ‘a room in which the senses are impoverished’ (Urry 2004:31). Bodies are disciplined by seatbelts, the nature of the metal shell, road rules and social norms. Exploring cycling can illustrate how the norms established by mass motorisation shape (a) urban landscapes as experienced by non-car users and (b) ways in which non-car users respond to these landscapes. In other words, reactions to motorized space may be connected to dominant expectations of ‘artificial space’ while travelling. Thus, the use of headphones while walking, cycling or using public transport can be seen at least in part as attempts to create a mini-cocoon.
	The ways that cycling serves to evoke physical, temporal and rhythmic engagement with place is well established in cycling studies (Horton et al 2007; Spinney 2007, 2010; Aldred 2010). What is less discussed is the surprise that accompanies sensory narrations. Cycling can operate as a catalyst for reawakening dormant senses. Respondents described surprise at experiencing a new or renewed sensory consciousness; feeling the texture of the road, hearing the birds, smelling the seasons and generally becoming freshly aware of common characteristics of their daily commute dulled by other more insular forms of vehicular movement.  

If you’re cycling down a street and you’re going past restaurants you can actually smell what’s cooking and you can see what’s going on and you can hear all the sounds and people talking and you can hear music, whereas when you’re in a bus or a taxi you get a… you’re getting a lovely experience but a completely different experience (Hackney interview 27, F:25).

…you see all the families out there and it makes you realise that that's exactly what our parks are for, seeing different generations together enjoying the park and... young guys playing football it just makes you feel good about life doesn't it. In a car you don't have that. You're hermetically sealed… I would listen to Radio Four in the car and a lot of people listen to music or whatever and it’s just... you're not part of life and it's just like impoverishes you really… (Hull interview 8, F:48)

I think you can’t compare the experience you have of cycling through somewhere like Spain compared to a car and just seeing it through a windscreen and maybe stopping somewhere and getting out for a walk or something.  It’s just not the same.  But going by bike just gives you the feeling of how all the places relate to each other and how, what the distances are and what the nature looks like and smells and everything (Bristol interview 4, M:32)

Cycling in the city reveals a myriad of sensory experiences. Respondents expressed the experience of cycling not only in terms of participating in the urban fabric but of actively contributing to it. They feel the city via the smells, sights and sounds. They are interwoven in the urban landscape, which presents a sharp contrast to the description of a car as ‘a private room, a moving private capsule, in which the sensing of the public world is impoverished’ (Urry and Sheller 2003:116). It is more in line with Pesses’ argument: ‘By stripping off the steel and glass envelope, the cyclist attempts to bring the street back to a public sphere’ (2010:20). 
	These accounts support the idea that sensory awareness is messy and complex: that the senses cannot be separated and compartmentalized.  The ‘feeling’ of a city is multi-sensory and dynamic. Yet, over time, what were once essential sensory motor skills became increasingly masked by technologies and practices that cocoon the driver. On one hand air-conditioning, polarised windows and customised sound systems can be viewed as sensory strategies that temper the environment and human encounters, further separating the driver from the environment in which they pass. On the other, they serve to augment corporeal abilities, heightening a driver’s abilities to drive in adverse conditions, for longer, in ease and comfort.
In contrast, cyclists have a distinctive embodied connection with their vehicle and the environment. This creates a very rich environment but one which can potentially become too rich, with smells, sounds, and sights all jostling for attention alongside the feel of the bike and the taste of (often polluted) air. However, the use of personal audio devices by cyclists is stigmatised and widely seen as unsafe. This leads us on to a consideration of how, in this context, some cyclists might want to use personal audio devices in some but not all of their riding journeys.

Personal audio devices and sensory strategies

- Staying aware while negotiating auditory environments
Being ‘aware’ is a central theme emerging across the entire research project. The majority of our respondents talked about their senses in the context to being ‘aware’ while cycling and related it to specific locations and times when being aware was most important.

… I find that I generally, it increases my sort of awareness.  All my senses come up because, you know, it’s a little bit threatening isn’t it, you know, because cycling down Gloucester Road, there’s buses, cars, there’s bus lanes to avoid, there’s, you know, there’s parked cars, there’s, you know, people with their kids wandering in the road, you know, it’s like people on their phones just wandering out into the road.  You know, so erm… you’ve gotta be er… you’ve gotta keep on the ball really erm… but that gives it, it kind of makes it fun as well (laughs) (Bristol interview 8, F:43).

Although ‘being aware’ took a variety of forms, respondents who talked about cycling with personal audio devices shared this spatial and temporal concern with awareness. To accommodate personal safety issues, respondents engaged in a range of sensory strategies. When asked what he carried with him on his bike, one respondent told us: 

I have two panniers but most of the time I don’t have anything so it’s just a laptop bag and that goes over my shoulder and headphones on but not the ones that block out the sound. You can still hear everything (Bristol interview 10, M:30).

When asked to elaborate on why he bought this specific type of headphones:

... the ones that block out the sound had an appeal but because I was doing a lot of travelling and going on a few aeroplanes here and there and stuff but I knew I wouldn’t be able to... I would be scared to cycle with those on I think (Bristol interview 10, M:30).

Listening to music is integral to everyday cycling for this respondent. It is part of his mobile routine. Listing his headphones as just another piece of his cycling equipment reveals this normalized practice. Yet, he was quick to point out the kind of headphones he purchased were specific to his cycling practice rather than a pair that would also be useful on planes. His headphones did not block out all exterior sounds but rather entangled inside and outside noise. Another respondent talked about a technique that produced a similar experience:

… when I had an iPod.… I’d like have one ear in and one ear out (Bristol Interview 9, F:32).

This sensory strategy allows external sounds to merge with audio from mobile devices. An alternative tactic involves removing the headphones completely. One respondent liked to listen to music and used a portable radio instead that was attached to his bike. 

I’m really passionate about music, I listen to a lot of music and stuff while I'm biking. I'm not, I don't have erm headphones on and stuff. I don't really, I wouldn't be happy knowing that, that I'm aware of what's going on enough around me to sort of do that. When I'm travelling in car I've always got my iPod plugged in if I'm on the bus I am always listening to some sort of music so. I suppose that's... one thing I get out of commuting in car or bus that I don't get out of on, on the erm on the bike (Hull interview 9, M:38).

Even though music is essential part of his broader mobile routines, this respondent makes concessions for particular modes of transport. His feeling of ‘being aware’ shapes how and where he listens to music. While his personal audio device gets regular use on the bus or in the car, he adapts it so he can listen without headphones on his bike. Another respondent observed a similar cycling practice:

… there was a lady I saw the other day who had a radio in her basket, on the front of her bike and I thought, “Oh, that’s a good idea”, because she’s making a noise you know as she’s going and erm… like with electric cars they’re wanting to put er… an artificial noise in the electric car because they don’t make a noise and they feel, fear that people will just step out in front of them because they won’t bother to look if they can’t hear anything coming (Hackney interview 11, F:32).

Interestingly, this strategy was interpreted by the viewer as a method for generating subtle awareness of the cyclist on the bike path. From the UK Highway Code to cycle training advice to discussions about high-vis clothing, cyclists are regularly encouraged to be visible.   Here, an anxiety about the sonic presence of cycling is raised. The fact that cyclists are conscious of making themselves audibly known reveals another sensory strategy for carving out space in a mass motorized society. Some cyclists are conscious of being heard as well as seen. 
For each of these respondents, the decision to cycle with music is a deliberate, finely tuned and highly calibrated practice. It is not an isolated decision but integrated with many other dynamic environmental, physical and social factors. Respondents articulated many different sensory strategies for listening and not-listening, often at the same time.

- Listening and not-listening on the cycle path
For another set of respondents, it was less about how they engaged in listening and not-listening and more about where and why they engaged in this practice. In particular, these respondents said that they only used personal audio devices when cycling away from motor traffic, in locations viewed as safe and not requiring the normally high levels of alertness demanded of a cyclist. One respondent told us that he only used his personal audio device:

…if I'm on my own and I'm on ...a proper cycle path. When you’re on the road, you have to be aware. Your hearing… it's, it's almost your eyes because you can’t see what is going on behind you (Hull interview 5, M: 53).

	Another respondent talked about his enjoyment of a similar car-free route; the Bristol to Bath cycle way. Here, a mobile audio device operates as a personal mental health strategy, helping him separate his work from home.

… although it’s going into the middle of Bristol city, it feels like it’s a country lane.  You’ve got like allotments either side. You’ve got trees growing over. So, it’s quite pretty. So, it just, it clears your mind a little bit. It just gives you a little bit of time to think, especially when you’re coming back to a house full of kids. It’s crazy (laughs).  So, it’s a nice little interlude between man at work and man at home.  You’ve got this little bit in the middle where it’s just you and you’ve got your headphones on listening to music because the cycle tracks quite good so that you can put your stereo on and not have to think about cars coming up behind you (Bristol interview 26, M:40).

Marking time between his home and work gives this respondent space to adjust his identity. Like Bull’s respondents, music puts this respondent ‘in the right frame of mind’ (2000:57). He went on to describe how his commute could be experienced in multiple ways depending on his mood:

Some days, if it’s a really nice morning and birds are singing and what have you, I think it’s a bit annoying having the music on, but then some days when you come out of work and your, “Arrrgh!”, and you just want to get home fast, and you put some music on and you can really fly with the music playing.  You don’t even think you’re doing it, and most of the time, I get home, I can’t remember cycling (Bristol interview 26, M:40).

These examples illustrate there are many nuances of not-listening, connected to different spatial and temporal contexts. Sensory practices are not fixed but change according to factors such as weather, mood, seasons and place. In terms of decisions about whether to use mobile devices, there was a tension between interviewee perceptions of the cycle path as safe, and their perceptions of it as relatively welcoming. Listening to music could, depending on the interviewee, either be interpreted as a distraction from enjoying this environment, or as a way of augmenting it. Similarly for the motorized environments described below, a contrasting tension emerged between a perception of the road as unsafe (and thus mandating maximum sensory alertness and concentration), and a perception of it as more in need of auditory enhancement.

 - Listening and not-listening as 'warming up hostile environments'
Some respondents saw personal music devices as a way of coping with stressful situations such as intimidating urban environments. One respondent told us that he ‘always cycled’ when he was a child and late into his teens, and would easily travel twenty miles with his friends ‘just to make a day of it’. Now, however, his cycling was much reduced. He continued to commute, but felt ‘apprehensive’ and ‘nervous’ cycling near busy traffic. One of the ways that he sought to reduce these fears and moderate his exposure to the sensory environment was with his personal audio device. 

It relaxes me and so yeah, I'm, I'm sure they'll be times when somebody's seen me and must have thought ‘cause I'd be singing along… but yeah that relaxes me… it just seems to calm me and the time flies and you don't think about it so much. So again that, that could be erm classed as dangerous I suppose. But yeah it just relaxes me having, having me iPod on (Hull interview 5, M:48)

In this circumstance, a personal audio device is a sensory strategy that enables this respondent to relax in a stressful context. Minimising the noise of the traffic and offering an alternate soundtrack tempered an otherwise unbearable situation for him. In this context, it ‘warms up hostile places’ (Bull 2007:86). This is an example of the way a sensory strategy offers to cyclists what many other mobile citizens take for granted  - the private soundscape. It provides a way to control uncontrollable space; to make private the public world. Yet, while this insulated form of sensory mobility is acceptable in a car, it is much less so on a bike. The respondent is conscious that this practice is socially unacceptable as he worries about what people might think if he is seen singing. Nevertheless, he continues this practice because the benefits counterweigh potential dangers.
Another respondent was drawn to the bicycle for exercise. Her partner cycled everywhere and encouraged her to do the same. However, unlike her partner who did not drive, she had a car which she admitted was sometimes ‘too convenient’ when the weather was wet or windy. For this respondent, her personal music device provided a motivating force to get her out on her bike yet it also, in the context of her personal relationship, transformed into a contested sensory strategy.

I’d really like to listen to my iPod while I'm cycling but Don’s really convinced that that's bad idea, that you need to be as alert as possible and be listening out for things (Hull interview 25, F:37)

Like Bull’s (2000, 2007) personal music device users and Bijsterveld’s (2010) car radio users, listening to music while cycling was viewed as a sensory pleasure that served to relax nervous individuals, motivate others while domesticating and humanising often hostile environments to which cyclists are particularly vulnerable. It is a practice that offers cyclists some of the ordinary 'benefits' enjoyed by car drivers. However, for some like this respondent it is a social negotiation. 
This section has sought to illustrate some reasons and personal logics for using personal music devices while cycling. These accounts illustrate the deliberate decision making process that underpins the use of a personal music player for many cyclists. It is not simply turned on as matter of habit when getting on a bike, as is often the case for car drivers and the radio (Bull 2004). Instead, for these respondents it is a conscious decision based on other factors, such as relaxation, motivation, levels of personal awareness and location. Cyclists have to consider many things taken-for-granted by car drivers; seasons, wind, road surface and family opinions. The cyclist, through the nature of their modality, is made to be more sensitive to their environment and responsible in many ways. 
An interesting counter example to the material above is provided by a respondent who talked about being simultaneously ‘out there’ and in one’s own ‘little world’. While some people saw the iPod as providing a space away from intrusion, for her the iPod actually intruded into her own space. This also demonstrates the multiple ways in which personal audio devices can be experienced, in relation to space, time, and user preferences.
I:	Do you ever listen to music while you cycle?

P: I do but I don't like it. I've got, I got an iPod and I thought, “This is great” yeah, download a load of music and I hardly ever use it. Because I like listening to... I don't know, the birds … traffic and what have you. Erm... And I'm a bit of a dreamer anyway and I go into my own little world which I can't do when the iPod’s on I’ve got to listen to the music. But erm.... yeah I got one last, year before last and it's, it's probably defunct by now ‘cause I've not used it for over a year (Hull interview 14, F:55)

Discussion 
The multi-consoled dashboard of a car enables drivers to adapt their sensory engagement to the city. One touch is all that is needed to adjust the mobility experience; be that sound, temperature, seat comfort, GPS navigation systems, glare control. Yet, drivers do not get called zombies; perhaps because many of these practices and technologies are so embedded in the experience of driving and the material of the car itself that they cease to be noticeable as separate from driving. Although cars are relatively recent introductions to western life, many associated skills and practices inherent in maneuvering multi-tonnes of steel through travelscapes at speed have become unremarkable and taken for granted. As Bijsterveld has argued: ‘We forget the skills we have had to learn once we have made them our own’ (2010:205). Drawing attention to sensory strategies at play in everyday cycling experiences can help to unpick the more normalised practices of other mobile citizens. It opens up for examination ways in which we experience the city and in doing so calls into question how the city is constructed for different types of modal transport. 
	In the article, we focused on sensory strategies of cyclists and described how individuals modify their exposure to the urban environment. Just as the bicycle saddle offers distinct views of the urban landscape, we have described circumstances where it produces a range of sonic registers. We did not enter into the argument that using a mobile audio device and listening to music while cycling is dangerous. Instead we have focused on specific logics to suggest that personal audio device use by cyclists is carefully considered, spatially shaped and socially negotiated. We recognize that drivers (and other mobile citizens) accommodate different sensory practices according to their emotional, physical and psychological needs. Music for example has become a critical part of driving and together with the material nature of the car are two ways that drivers carve out a form of controllable mobile personal space in the urban landscape. A way to interpret cycling’s sensory strategies is that it replicates for cyclists located ‘out there’ many benefits provided by the radio in the car. 
	We have raised a number of points. The cyclists that we spoke to did not simply use audio mobile devices without thinking. For some it provides the motivation to commute and exercise instead of taking the ‘convenient’ car or it relaxed them in stressful situations. For others, it operated as a mental health device to help separate home and work identities. In contrast with the automatic habit of switching on a car radio, respondents expressed a number of clear and well thought out reasons as to why they choose to engage in this practice while cycling. This leads to an intimate link between mobile audio device and place. Respondents articulated where and when they chose to enact this practice. For some it was to block out the noise of car traffic on the road while for others they could only ‘plug-in’ if they were on off-road routes. In both circumstances, the device served to ‘warm up’ ‘chilly’ environments, to socialize them and render them familiar and comfortable. We described how respondents enacted a range of concurrent strategies of listening and not-listening. This entailed the use of special headphones, riding with one ear in and one out or simply removing them altogether. In all cases, these strategies enabled the interweaving of a range of inside and outside soundscapes. Listening and not-listening are elements in a network of complex sensory strategies. 
	Some respondents enjoyed using listening to music in other contexts such as the bus, car or while running but upon trying it on a bicycle, decided against it. For these people, the desire to be ‘aware’ took precedence over the enjoyment of listening. However, as argued by Bijsterveld (2010), being ‘aware’ is a complicated and flexible concept. In the context of cycling, other respondents described a form of awareness produced while being plugged into an audio device. 
	The article has also suggested that because the act of cycling is about ‘being out there’ it might reflect and produce an ‘extra sense’. This is not a new sense as such but rather a renewed sensory awareness of the world that has become dormant from the moving around in a ‘private capsule’ (Urry and Sheller 2003:116). Feeling the textures of the city, being exposed to other road users and accepting responsibility for what goes wrong with a bike, cyclists cultivate a grounded sensory engagement with their vehicle and the immediate environment in a way that provides an alternative model to that experienced by the driver, although with points of similarity (such as the use of music to ‘warm up’ hostile environments).  Just as the car can be seen as a sensory strategy (cocooning oneself from the ‘outside’); so can the bicycle, in its production of a particular range of sensory effects that are distinctive to those experienced by other mobile citizens (although there are similarities as well as differences).
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^1	  For labeling of cyclists who use audio devices as ‘zombies’. See: King, E. (2009) ‘Beware the iPod Zombie cyclist’, The Guardian, Available at: http://www.guardian.co.uk/commentisfree/2009/nov/30/ipod-zombie-earphones-music-cycle (Accessed 10th November 2010) and Martin, A. (2009) ‘Generation of 'cycling iPod zombies' blamed for rise in deaths on the road’, Mail Online, Available at: http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-1231835/Generation-cycling-iPod-zombies-blamed-rise-deaths-road.html (Accessed 2nd November 2010). 
